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Selected Topics 



Revolution & Rotation 

 

• Key concepts: 
– What is the difference between revolution vs. 

rotation? 

– Describe the basis for day, month, year 

 

• View the motion of the earth relative to the 
sun, and the moon to the earth 
– Video Clip 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-pt_P8_7gM&feature=related


As the earth revolves around the sun, different 
areas are more exposed to more direct sunlight. 

This is caused by the constant 23.5° tilt of the earth’s axis. 
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In June, the northern hemisphere is tilted toward the 
sun and gets more sun energy, southern gets less. 
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The earth is at the farthest point from the sun in 
July… not the cause of summer here! 
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The 8 Phases of the Moon 

Moon phase 
animation 
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http://vimeo.com/39263630
http://vimeo.com/39263630


In a solar eclipse, the moon casts a 
shadow on the earth 
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As the earth rotates, the moon draws a 
path of shadow on the earth 
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Partial Annular Total 

Three basic types of eclipse 

Which you see is determined by the relative positions of the sun, 
earth and moon, and where you are on the earth. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Solar_eclips_1999_4_NR.jpg


Mechanics of a Total and Annular Eclipse 
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Find this imbedded animation at : 
http://www.mogi-vice.com/Pagine/Downloads.html 
Total and annular Sun's eclipses. (avi-Divx, 3 Mb) 

http://www.mogi-vice.com/Pagine/Downloads.html
http://www.mogi-vice.com/Pagine/Downloads.html
http://www.mogi-vice.com/Pagine/Downloads.html


In a lunar eclipse, the earth casts a 
shadow on the moon 
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Over a few hours, the moon will pass 
through the earth’s shadow 
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Selected planet characteristics 

Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune 

Distance from the Sun  
(Average  in 000’s km) 

57,909 108,209 149,598 227,943 778,340 1,426,666 2,870,972 4,498,252 

Mean Equatorial Radius 
(km) 

2,440 
(0.38 x Earth) 

6,052 
(0.95 x Earth) 

6,371 
 

3,390 
(0.53 x Earth) 

69,911 
(10.97 x Earth) 

58,232 
(9.14 x Earth) 

25,559 
(4.01 x Earth) 

24,764 
(3.88 x Earth) 

Density (g/cm3) 5.43 5.24 5.51 3.93 1.33 0.69 1.30 1.76 

Rotation Period (Earth 
days) 

58.6 -243 0.997 1.03 0.414 0.444 -0.720 0.671 

Orbit Period (Earth 
years) 

0.241 0.615 1.00 1.88 11.9 29.4 84 165 

Orbit Eccentricity 0.21 0.0068 0.017 0.093 0.048 0.054 .047 .0086 

Inclination of Equator 
to Orbit 

0° 177° 23.5° 25.2° 3.1° 26.7° 97.9° 29.6° 

Minimum/ Maximum 
Surface Temperature 

-173/427 462 
-88/58 

(min/max) 
-87 to -5 

Major Atmospheric 
Constituents 

Carbon 
Dioxide, 
Nitrogen 

Nitrogen, 
Oxygen 

Carbon 
Dioxide, 

Nitrogen, 
Argon 

Hydrogen, 
Helium 

Hydrogen, 
Helium 

Hydrogen, 
Helium, 

Methane 

Hydrogen, 
Helium, 

Methane 

Moons None None 1 moon 2 moons 62 moons 62 moons 27 moons 13 moons 

Rings No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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The celestial sphere is an imaginary ball surrounding 
the earth, with all the stars plotted on it. 
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Animated 
Celestial Sphere 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAFvN83NZAc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAFvN83NZAc


Constellations – breaking it down 

1. Start by learning how to recognize the season, 
based on the chart 
– Find an “anchor” that you’ll always recognize for each chart 

2. Next, learn the circumpolar constellations; they are 
in the sky year-round 
– e.g, Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, Cassiopeia 

3. Create your own navigating tricks to find other 
constellations 
– Arc to Arcturus 

– Speed to Spica 

– … 
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Asteroids, Comets and Meteoroids 

Characteristics Asteroids Comets Meteoroids 

Composition 
Are rocky, metallic bodies.  
Sometimes referred to as 
minor planets. 

Are mixtures of ice and 
dust.  Sometimes called 
"dirty snowballs“. 

Are small chunks of stone 
that are capable of 
intersecting Earth's orbit. 

Location & 
Orbit 

Most asteroids revolve within 
the Asteroid Belt.  A few 
asteroids have eccentric 
orbits that wander outside 
the region between Mars and 
Jupiter.  Some asteroids cross 
Earth's orbit. 

Short period comets 
complete their orbit in 200 
years or less. 

Long period comets take 
more than 200 years to 
orbit the Sun, and have 
more elliptical orbits.  

If a meteoroid enters the 
Earth's atmosphere, it is 
known as a meteor or 
"shooting star." If the meteor 
doesn't entirely disintegrate 
in the atmosphere and 
strikes the surface of the 
Earth, it is called a meteorite. 

Origin 

The most commonly 
accepted theory is that 
asteroids are pieces of matter 
that never coalesced to form 
a planet. 

Most short period comets 
originate in the Kuiper Belt. 

Long period comets usually 
originate in the Oort Cloud.   

From comets that cast off 
debris when they near the 
Sun, or from asteroids that 
collided within the Asteroid 
Belt 

Fun Fact 
The mass of Ceres is 25% of 
the combined mass of all the 
asteroids. 

The tail only exists when 
the comet is near the sun. 

The largest meteorite weighs 
60 metric tons and was 
found on a farm in Namibia. 

http://library.thinkquest.org/27930/asteroids.htm 
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http://spacescopesandprobes.vacau.com/ 

 


